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From the perspective of numerical weather prediction and nowcasting, the atmospheric boundary
layer (ABL) is one of the most undersampled regions of the atmosphere due to difficulties of
spaceborne remote sensing at these altitudes. Ground-based microwave radiometers (MWR) have
the potential to contribute to the closing of this gap. Indeed, commercial K- and V-band (20-60
GHz) radiometers provide observations of temperature profile, water vapour and liquid water and
are most sensitive to the ABL due to their choice of spectral channels and observation geometry.
EUMETNET's E-PROFILE observation programme has thus evaluated the potential for a European
network of ground-based microwave radiometers. The stakeholder needs were inferred from WMO
and EUMETNET Statements of Guidance, OSCAR and a dedicated user survey. The maturity and
effectivity of the technology was assessed through a literature review and experts judgements
comprising recent large-scale campaigns, experiences with long-term usage and assimilation trials
and outcomes of the recent COST action TOPROF. Last but not least, the availability of existing
instrumentation from which a European network could be built up was investigated.
Based on this study, EUMETNET decided to establish an operational MWR network by 2023 with
continuous near real-time provision of brightness temperatures, humidity and temperature
information from a centralised retrieval as well as forecast indices for fore- and nowcasting. The
products will come along with different monitoring quality control stages at timescales from near
real-time to monthly. Special care will be dedicated to ensure reliable absolute calibration results by
accounting for the recent developments and recommendations from TOPROF. In the setting up and
operation of the network as well as in the implementation of retrievals and monitoring, important
synergies with the ACTRIS programme and the scientific community gathered in the COST action
PROBE are expected.
The presentation will briefly outline the reasoning for setting up the network but mainly focusses on
the operational aspects and services that E-PROFILE MWR will provide. Moreover, the first steps
taken towards an operational network will be discussed and the general roadmap outlined.
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